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It is abundantly clear to the reader that the speaker knows only the outward shapes of Christianity, whereas the
true meanings of the religion â€” charity, love, and forgiveness â€” are absent from his character. Oh, those
melons? For example, the speaker says that Brother Lawrence is looking at the two girls with lust. He says
that he will use the content of this novel to fill Brother Lawrence with evil thoughts. Not one fruit-sort can you
spy? This type of structure created by the speaker brings us to the conclusion that the speaker has long passed
the point of being merely annoyed with Brother Lawrence, and that the rage he feels towards the innocent
monk has been long endured. He snaps out of Brother Lawrence's voice as he sees the latter break a flower he
is watering, which the speaker mocks to himself. Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. Once
he starts having such thoughts, it will be a sin that will surely send him to hell. The speaker is certain of his
enemy's lust, even if the latter won't "let it show. The speaker imagines asking about the flowers, which
Brother Lawrence presumably confesses are not doing well, and then the speaker reveals that he's been
sabotaging their progress. Lines However, this is not the only sexually related event. Even when he thinks of
the presumably lewd French novel as a way to ensnare Brother Lawrence, he ironically reveals his own
knowledge of the book. All the reader knows is that the speaker is a monk and, in the poem, he speaks of his
hatred for another monk Brother Lawrence. None double? Consider the examples: the second stanza accuses
Lawrence of pride in his conversation, whereas the speaker is himself proud enough to want another man dead
and damned for some transgression. In the first line, he makes it very clear that he hates him beyond limits and
the sight of him fills him with anger and rage. Maybe he is so sure that it will fill his head with such ideas
because he already has them in his mind. The biggest paradox in the poem is in the last stanza, where the
speaker thinks about making a deal with Satan to take Brother Lawrence to hell, but will make sure that he can
create a loop-hole as to not really have to give his soul to the Devil to honor his part of the deal. The third
stanza follows with the speaker taking the Brother's voice, snidely mocking what he perceives as Brother
Lawrence's love of good food and unwillingness to eat anything sub-par. A Soliloquy of a Spanish Cloister
Analysis A Soliloquy of a Spanish Cloister is a poem that explores the dark side of human psychology in a
way that evokes a sense of amusement in the reader. The paradox is that thinking about making a deal with
Satanâ€”regardless of whether or not he gets to keep the soul or notâ€”is a mortal sin. Browning has allowed
the speaker to unintentionally, through his attitude and malicious words, reveal to the reader his corrupt and
evil personality. He slinks around in the background, observing and criticizing his enemy, and then vents his
hatred out of the earshot of Brother Lawrence. Overall, even though the poem is best viewed as a comedy in
its presentation, the subject is the depths of the ego. So absent are they that the speaker is willing not only to
damn Brother Lawrence to an eternity in hell, but also to damn himself. As he watches, one of the lilies that he
is tending to breaks and the speaker laughs in pleasure for his loss. The basic premise of the poem is suffused
with dramatic irony. In the seventh stanza, the speaker moves to darker territory as he realizes that a "text in
Galatians" explains how a sinner will sin progressively more and be damned for it. Hy, Zy, Hine Your time is
important. It is in the monastery garden where the speaker secretly watches Brother Lawrence, who is tending
to his plants, much like the way a predator would watch its prey. First, while this poem is grouped as one of
Browning's dramatic monologues, it is not technically a monologue but instead a soliloquy, a speech where the
speaker shares his inner thoughts. The first stanza opens with the speaker's intense hatred of Brother
Lawrence, who the speaker insists would perish "if hate killed men. Also, in lines , Browning compares the
rinsing of the cups to a sacrificial ceremony. There's a voice even within the voice Browning crafts, all of
which suggests how deeply our psychology can work in order to defend our subjective truths. The final stanza
has the speaker considering even selling his own soul to Satan for the pleasure of thereby damning Brother
Lawrence. As his fantasy escalates, the vesper bells ring and the speaker angrily ceases his hateful imaginings
to report for prayer. The turn that the poem takes in the seventh stanza, when the speaker begins to consider
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hell as an option, moves the poem into a starker comment on hypocrisy. He starts to speak of the
non-Christian ways in which he eats. But Browning does not stop his paradox there: the speaker goes ahead
and conjures a spell against Brother Lawrenceâ€”and it is no secret that witchcraft is a sign of heresy. Thus
Browning implies that the most vehement moralists invent their own opposition in order to elevate themselves.
The many sins he accuses Brother Lawrence of committing provide the speaker with justification for his
hatred, but the truth is that the speaker is unknowingly guilty of each of them himself, whereas Brother
Lawrence is only guilty of them in the speaker's imaginination.


